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Panel 1/219

001.000

OPENING CREDITS
Sound: the clicks of blown out eggs, touching
Music: none
FX: none
Perspective none. Black screen, no light at all. Aspect ration 9X16
Action: none (10 seconds)
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Panel 2/219

OPENING CREDITS

Sound: the clicks of blown out eggs order into a rhythm
Music: custom
FX: screen brightening radially towards eggshell color revealing the words:
Movin' Ova (or Moving Ova)
presents

Movin' Ova
presents

Perspective: flat screen – black first begins to fade to eggshell color revealing the
text. Then the rest of the screen also fades to eggshell color fading out
the text.
Action: Text slowly forms – appears. (5 seconds)
Act 0

Scene

BG

eggshell

Panel 3/219

OPENING CREDITS
Sound:

Into the Ovoid
An Ovella

Music: ?
FX: The text appears on the egg shell as melted wax lines – preferrably the kistka
is not visible
Perspective: from above, the surface of the eggshell can give the illusion of being
slightly curved.
Action: The eggshell color comes into slow focus as actual closeup of eggshell
(pores). Text is written – probably not precisely in the Into the Ovoid
font, if I can't simulate that freehand with the kistka.
Alternatively, create an end stage wax covered pysanka that contains
the text and video the wax melting off, so the text emerges, glistening
and in color. (7 -10 seconds)
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Panel 4/219

OPENING CREDITS
Sound: none

by Tina Brand
Music by ?
Videography by
Abbott Imaging and
Creative Services

Note: panels 1-4 = ~30-40 seconds

Music: none
FX: none
Perspective: none
Action: Cut titles and zoom in or fade to white. (5 seconds)
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Panel 5/219

002.000

PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS PYSANKY
Sound: none
Music:none
FX: none or let a real hand or animated drawing of a hand places the egg onto the
white background. If a hand, then at least 18-22 distinct positions as the hand
stop actions the egg into the center of the screen and then withdraws. Consider
wearing a white glove. At the point where the hand places the egg, cut to a side
shot that shows the placement.
Perspective: from above, hand and egg slide into place on the plane of the table
Action: The plain white egg is alone on the white screen. It is beautiful the way
eggs are beautiful. Possibly a hand places the egg onto the screen – giving
away that the egg is seen from above and placed on a horizontal surface.
(2-3 seconds)
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Panel 6/219

PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS PYSANKY
Sound: musical tones
Music: after the rocking wobble begins, very simple tones, not melody, no
percussion
FX: stop action or video to create the wobbling egg. At least 20 position changes.
Use wobble.odg as a guide. 6 frames/second – each still is 5 frames.
Perspective: from above
Action: Plain white egg wobbles in a rocking motion. (4 seconds)
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Panel 7/219

PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS PYSANKY

Sound: music
Music: very simple tones, not melody, no percussion
FX: stop action on a flat surface (white) (no hands visible)
Perspective: Show the scene only from straight above.
Action: The wobble stops when Lizard Spiral or 0002.cxORNSpB appears. Lizard
Spiral or 0002.cxORNSpB enters scene from upper right Plain white egg is
horizontal and still. (2 seconds)
OR
Act 1 Scene

OR
1

BG white/black

Panel 7/219 alt

PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS PYSANKY
Sound: musical tones
Music:very simple tones, not melody, no percussion
FX: stop action on a flat surface (white) (no hands visible)
Perspective: possibly during the wobble, the perspective shifts to being angled
down to reveal the white background is a white table. Above its
horizon is black. The first pysanka (Lizard Spiral or
0002.cxORNSpB), enters the scene from upper right.
Action: The wobble stops when Lizard Spiral or 0002.cxORNSpB appears. Lizard
Spiral or 0002.cxORNSpB enters scene from upper right Plain white egg is
horizontal and still.
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PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS PYSANKY
Sound: music
Music: tones begin to organize into melodic music in support of Lizard Spiral
(0002.cxORNSpBd) entering the scene.
FX: stop action on a flat surface (white) (no hands visible)
Perspective: From above. If the perspective angled down when Lizard Spiral or
0002.cxORNSpB first appeared, the perspective should return to
looking down on the dance that unfolds on the white tabletop.
Action: Lizard Spiral or 0002.cxORNSpB rolls and tumbles to show off the pattern
in the round. This includes its polar regions although on this egg that
vantage point is not as surprising as on other pysanky. Slight acceleration
on downward curves. Plain white egg backs away, abrupt start, sliding, not
rolling or tumbling, deceleration (10 sec)
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PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS PYSANKY
Sound: music
Music: the simple melodic tones find a rhythm where downbeats occur at the
cardinal points of a loop.
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (white) (no hands visible). 120 frames
Perspective: looking down on the dance that unfolds on the white tabletop.
Action: Lizard Spiral or 0002.cxORNSpB makes another loop in the lower left
quadrant of the frame and pauses.Plain white egg has slid further away and
stops, oriented vertically at the right lower edge of the frame. (5 seconds)
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PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS PYSANKY
Sound: none, or just the beat quietly continuing without melody
Music: music pauses
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (white) (no hands visible). Use same
wobble.odg guide as for PWE in panel 6.
Perspective: looking down on the dance that unfolds on the white tabletop.
Action: Lizard Spiral or 0002.cxORNSpB wobble in a rocking motions as plain
white egg had done when Lizard Sprial first entered the scene. Plain white
egg slides very slowly, hesitantly, toward Lizard Spiral. (4 seconds)
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PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS PYSANKY
Sound: music
Music: music resumes, slow and simple
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (white) (no hands visible)
Perspective: looking down on the dance that unfolds on the white tabletop. Then
when PWE stops, cut to frontal along the plane the eggs are on, PWE
in front, Lizard Spiral behind.
Action: Lizard Spiral or 0002.cxORNSpB stops wobbling as plain white egg
comes closer. Plain white egg stops. (1-2 seconds)

Note: panels 5-11 = ~30 seconds
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PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS PYSANKY
Sound: music
Music: music continues, quickening slightly
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (white) (no hands visible)
Perspective: looking down on the dance that unfolds on the white tabletop.
Action: Lizard Spiral or 0002.cxORNSpB slides slightly downward and tips
toward Plain White Egg. Plain White Egg does not move. (2 seconds)
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PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS PYSANKY
Sound: music
Music: the simple melodic tones become more lush. The first movements of Plain
White egg introduce some dissonance
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (white) (no hands visible)
Perspective: looking down on the dance that unfolds on the white tabletop.
Action: Lizard Spiral or 0002.cxORNSpB slides with a slow longitudinal (vertical
axis) roll along a long zig zag trajectory, and Plain White Egg mimics the
movement, smaller, tighter. (5 seconds)
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PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS PYSANKY
Sound: music
Music: the simple melodic tones that have been accompanying Lizard Spiral are
joined by a counterpoint melody
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (white) (no hands visible). Possible
animation treatment to have Plaid Spiral or 00043.cxGRNSpSp appear
pushing from below through the plane of the white background. JK thinks this
is possible, even to give the illusion of the egg pushing up through the plane.
Perspective: looking down on the dance that unfolds on the white tabletop.
Action: Lizard Spiral spins in place and Plain White Egg also spins, more slowly.
As they spin, the nexus of the spiral in Plaid Spiral or 00043.cxGRNSpSp
(the kickstarter project mascot) appears through the plane of the table. (5
seconds)
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PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS PYSANKY
Sound: music
Music: lush
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (white) (no hands visible) or animated
emergence of Plaid Spiral
Perspective: looking down on the dance that unfolds on the white tabletop. Cut to
view along the plane through which Plaid Spiral pysanka is emerging.
See crude test video. As Plaid Spiral begins to appear, cut to frontal
showing the bulge of Plaid Spiral emerging.
Action: While Plain White Egg slides (only) on a curving clockwise trajectory
toward the bottom of the screen. Lizard Spiral moves with rolling and
tumbling on a slightly larger clockwise trajectory up toward the right and
level with the emerged Plaid Spiral. (3 seconds)
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PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS PYSANKY
Sound: music
Music: lush
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (white) (no hands visible)
Perspective: looking down on the dance that unfolds on the white tabletop.
Action: While Plain White Egg slides (only) on a curving clockwise trajectory
toward the bottom of the screen. Lizard Spiral moves with rolling and
tumbling on a slightly larger clockwise trajectory up toward the right and
level with the emerged Plaid Spiral. (5 seconds)
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PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS PYSANKY
Sound: music
Music: lush
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (white) (no hands visible)
Perspective: looking down on the dance that unfolds on the white tabletop.
Action: Plain White Egg slides (only) back into the lower left of the screen. Lizard
Spiral and Plaid Spiral circle one another. But they are slowly rolling and
tumbling so the impression is one of friendliness and dance. (4 seconds)
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PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS PYSANKY
Sound: music
Music: lush
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (white) (no hands visible) or animated
arrival of Box Spiral. JK says animation for dropping Box Spiral in. 10
seconds to landing from first appearance, 3% scale change, 50X
Perspective: looking down on the dance that unfolds on the white tabletop. Box
Spiral in focus whole way down; if doesn't look good, go to first
appearance unfocused
Action: Plain White Egg remains still in the lower left of the screen. Lizard Spiral
and Plaid Spiral tumble in a circle circle dance. Box Spiral or
0004.cxWHTSpBx begins to appear in the near foreground and drop
toward the dance plane. See image rated 5stars(6 seconds)
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PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS PYSANKY
Sound: music
Music: lush
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (white) (no hands visible) or animated
drop in of Box Spiral
Perspective: looking down on the dance that unfolds on the white tabletop.
Action: Plain White Egg remains still in the lower left of the screen. Lizard Spiral
and Plaid Spiral roll toward Box Spiral. Box Spiral drops toward the dance
plane. (5 seconds)
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PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS PYSANKY
Sound: music
Music: percussive interlude during the zig zag
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (white) (no hands visible)
Perspective: looking down on the dance that unfolds on the white tabletop.
Action: Plain White Egg stirs slightly in the right corner of the frame. The three
Spiral clan eggs move horizontally across the screen in a vertical zig zag
(varying amplitudes) while also rolling and presenting their poles at each
change in direction on the zig zag. The zig zagging is somewhat
synchronized but speeds may vary and direction up or down may also be in
opposition. They move toward Plain White Egg. (8 seconds)
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PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS PYSANKY
Sound: changed modality in the music
Music: continued lush tonalities
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (white) (no hands visible)
Perspective: looking down on the dance that unfolds on the white tabletop.
Action: Plain White Egg moves slightly out of the right corner of the frame. Box
Spiral continues languidly toward the middle right of the frame. Lizard
Spiral and Plaid Spiral move to the left, Plaid Spiral covering more ground.
(5 seconds)
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PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS PYSANKY
Sound: changed modality in the music
Music: continued lush tonalities
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (white) (no hands visible)
Perspective: looking down on the dance that unfolds on the white tabletop.
Action: Plain White Egg moves farther out of the right corner of the frame. The
three Spiral clan pysanky each loop around to meet. (5 seconds)
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PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS PYSANKY
Sound: music
Music: caesura, possibly with clicks from the pysanky touching
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (white) (no hands visible) plus zoom.
Consider second camera angle.
Perspective: looking down on the dance that unfolds on the white tabletop,
zooming in. Possibly cut to side shot of the clicking together eggs.
Action: The three Spiral clan pysanky touch as the camera zooms in to fill the
screen with them. The Plain White Egg is partially visible to the lower
right. (5 seconds)
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Panel 24/219
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PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS PYSANKY

Sound: music
Music: simple melodic quieter rising music
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (white) (no hands visible), zoom out
again. Alternatively, the zoom in could go tighter to all black and pick up a
dance sequence on a black background.
Perspective: looking down on the dance that unfolds on the white tabletop,
zooming out.
Action: Plain White Egg moves slightly up in the frame. The three Spiral clan eggs
move apart from one another. Plaid Spiral starts exiting the frame upper
right. Box Spiral moves to the left and up and will be following Plaid
Spiral out of the frame. Lizard Spiral moves right and down in the frame.
(7 seconds)
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PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS PYSANKY

Sound: music
Music: music thins
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (white) (no hands visible)
Perspective: looking down on the dance that unfolds on the white tabletop. Cut to
B shot: Lizard Spiral toward PWE as PWE spins.
Action: Plaid Spiral has exited. Box Spiral, following, is also exiting at the top
center of the frame. Lizard Spiral appears to be exiting also at the lower
right. White Egg begins spinning and moves slightly toward the center of
the frame. (10 seconds)
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PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS PYSANKY
Sound: hush
Music: none
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (white) (no hands visible), zoom out
again
Perspective: looking down on the dance that unfolds on the white tabletop,
zooming out..
Action: Plain White Egg stops spinning and slides in an small loop. Lizard Spiral
pauses. (4 seconds)
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PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS PYSANKY
Sound: music
Music: resumes gathering in speed and lushness
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (white) (no hands visible) slight zoom
out
Perspective: looking down on the dance that unfolds on the white tabletop.
Action: Lizard Spiral moves back into the frame. Plain White Egg slides up and
down. (4 seconds)
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PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS PYSANKY
Sound: music
Music: Dissonances
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (white) (no hands visible), zoom out a
little more
Perspective: looking down on the dance that unfolds on the white tabletop,
zooming out a little more.
Action: Plain White Egg pauses while Lizard Spiral moves up towards Plain White
Egg and then veers to the right and up. (4 seconds)
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PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS PYSANKY
Sound: music
Music: crescendo
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (white) (no hands visible)
Perspective: looking down on the dance that unfolds on the white tabletop back at
original zoom level when the scene began.
Action: Lizard Spiral tumbles in a looping trajectory up to the upper middle of the
frame, while Plain White Egg drops to the lower middle and then slides in a
looping trajectory toward the lower left before beginning an S trajectory up
toward the upper left. (5 seconds)
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PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS PYSANKY
Sound: music, then a click
Music: Dissonances resolve in the moment Lizard Spiral and Plain White Egg
touch. The touch is marked by two clicks, whatever it sounds like for a
whole egg and a blown out egg to touch.
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (white) (no hands visible)
Perspective: :looking down on the dance that unfolds on the white tabletop. Cut to
shallow angle right before they touch.
Action: Lizard Spiral and Plain White Egg move along their current trajectories
until they touch. Their upper halves are angled toward one another. (4
seconds)
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PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS PYSANKY
Sound: none
Music: none
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (white) (no hands visible)
Perspective :looking down on the dance that unfolds on the white tabletop.
Action: Lizard Spiral and Plain White Egg pull apart, Plain White Egg slightly
more than Lizard Egg. (2 seconds)
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PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS PYSANKY
Sound: music
Music: simple
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (white) (no hands visible)
Perspective: looking down on the dance that unfolds on the white tabletop. Cut to
frontal shallow angle.
Action: Lizard Spiral and Plain White Egg touch again, and while touching, begin
spinning. (4 seconds)
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PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS PYSANKY
Sound: music
Music: simple
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (white) (no hands visible)
Perspective: looking down on the dance that unfolds on the white tabletop. Or
shallow angle or if frontal, lower right.
Action: Lizard Spiral and Plain White Egg spin toward exiting the frame upper
middle. They move apart slightly and PWE follows Lizard Spiral out of the
scene towards the worktable environment of Act 1 Scene 2 where Plaid
Spiral and Box Spiral are milling with Meander clan. (6 seconds)

Note: panels 12-33 = ~97 seconds
Note: panels 5-33 = ~127 seconds
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010.000

PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS WORKTABLE
Sound: none
Music: none
FX: video with stop action or animation combined
Perspective: Camera angles up so workshop environment comes into view.
Action: Act 1 Scene 2: Camera explores the environment, the pysanky on hand and
the work being done. At the edges you get glimpses of Plaid Spiral pysanka
and Box Spiral pysanka. (20 seconds)
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PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS WORKTABLE
Sound: none or background sounds
Music: none or distant radio tuned to news station or voices as one might hear in a
studio where work is being done
FX: video with stop action or animation combined closes in on PWE rolling around
on the worktable
Action: PWE rolling around on the worktable, taking in what is going on, getting
larger in the frame as the area of the worktable that is in view becomes
smaller. (10 seconds)
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PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS WORKTABLE
Sound: none or background sounds
Music: none or distant radio tuned to news station or voices as one might hear in a
studio where work is being done
FX: video with stop action or animation combined closes in on PWE rolling around
on the worktable
Action: PWE rolls toward a black background empty area of the worktable.
Camera closing in and PWE getting larger in the frame as the area of the
worktable that is in view becomes smaller.. (5 seconds)
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PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS WORKTABLE
Sound: none or background sounds
Music: none or distant radio tuned to news station or voices as one might hear in a
studio where work is being done
FX: video with stop action or animation combined closes in on PWE rolling around
on the worktable
Action: PWE rolls toward a black background empty area of the worktable.
Camera closing in and PWE getting larger in the frame as the area of the
worktable that is in view becomes smaller.. (3 seconds)

Note: panels 34-37 = ~38 seconds (worktable)
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011.000

PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS WORKTABLE
Sound: music
Music: double harmonic or microtones, evocative of middle eastern music, but
widely space, heraldic, as with anticipation of something large scale
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (black) (no hands visible)
Perspective :looking down on the dance that unfolds on the black tabletop, but
giving the impression of a void.
Action: PWE appears as large sliver in foreground. (2 seconds)
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Panel 39/219

MEANDER CLAN DANCE
Sound: music
Music: double harmonic or microtones, evocative of middle eastern music, the
heraldic quality corresponds to “rising” Diamondback Meander pysanka
over the “horizon” of PWE
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (black) (no hands visible)
Perspective :looking down on the action that unfolds on the black tabletop, but
giving the impression of a void.
Action: PWE appears as slightly larger sliver in foreground. Diamondback
Meander pysanka (00213cxDiamondbackMeander) rises horizontally
behind PWE.. (3 seconds)
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Panel 40/219

MEANDER CLAN DANCE
Sound: music
Music: settling into normal tempo double harmonic or microtones, evocative of
middle eastern music
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (black) (no hands visible)
Perspective :looking down on the action that unfolds on the black tabletop, but
giving the impression of a void.
Action: PWE remains as a sliver in foreground. Diamondback Meander pysanka
(00213cxDiamondbackMeander) rises higher, still horizontally, behind
PWE.. (3 seconds)
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Panel 41/219

MEANDER CLAN DANCE
Sound: music
Music: double harmonic or microtones, evocative of middle eastern music
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (black) (no hands visible)
Perspective :looking down on the action that unfolds on the black tabletop, but
giving the impression of a void.
Action: PWE remains as a sliver in foreground. Diamondback Meander pysanka
(00213cxDiamondbackMeander) lifts fully and angling above PWE, and
moving away (gets smaller relative to PWE).. (3 seconds)
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Panel 42/219

012.000

MEANDER CLAN DANCE
Sound: music
Music: double harmonic or microtones, evocative of middle eastern music
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (black) (no hands visible)
Perspective :looking down on the action that unfolds on the black tabletop, but
giving the impression of a void.
Action: PWE remains as a sliver in foreground. Diamondback Meander pysanka
(00213cxDiamondbackMeander) moves to vertical and toward the upper
right of the frame, getting still smaller relative to PWE. . (2 seconds)
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Panel 43/219

MEANDER CLAN DANCE
Sound: music
Music: double harmonic or microtones, evocative of middle eastern music with
heraldic motif returning as Doodle pysanka rises above the “horizon” of
PWE.
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (black) (no hands visible)
Perspective :looking down on the action that unfolds on the black tabletop, but
giving the impression of a void.
Action: PWE remains as a sliver in foreground. Diamondback Meander pysanka
(00213cxDiamondbackMeander) moves toward the upper middle of the
frame, getting still smaller relative to PWE. Doodle pysanka
(00214cxJoeKdoodle) begins rising from behind PWE. (4 seconds)
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Panel 44/219

MEANDER CLAN DANCE
Sound: music
Music: double harmonic or microtones, evocative of middle eastern music
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (black) (no hands visible)
Perspective :looking down on the action that unfolds on the black tabletop, but
giving the impression of a void.
Action: PWE remains as a sliver in foreground. Diamondback Meander pysanky
(00213cxDiamondbackMeander) moves toward the upper left of the frame,
getting a bit larger agin, relative to PWE. Doodle pysanka
(00214cxJoeKdoodle) rises higher from behind PWE, getting a bit smaller..
(3 seconds)
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MEANDER CLAN DANCE
Sound: music
Music: double harmonic or microtones, evocative of middle eastern music
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (black) (no hands visible)
Perspective :looking down on the action that unfolds on the black tabletop, but
giving the impression of a void.
Action: PWE remains as a sliver in foreground. Diamondback Meander pysanky
moves toward the middle left of the frame, not getting larger relative to
PWE. Doodle pysanka rises higher from behind PWE and slightly toward
the right, getting a bit smaller and turning longitudinally.. (3 seconds)
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Panel 46/219
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MEANDER CLAN DANCE
Sound: music
Music: double harmonic or microtones, evocative of middle eastern music
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (black) (no hands visible)
Perspective :looking down on the action that unfolds on the black tabletop, but
giving the impression of a void.
Action: PWE remains as a sliver in foreground. Diamondback Meander pysanky
turns to horizontal and moves forward to appear over PWE. Doodle
pysanka rises higher , angling toward vertical, now almost the same size as
Diamondback Meander pysanka.. (3 seconds)
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Panel 47/219

MEANDER CLAN DANCE
Sound: music
Music: double harmonic or microtones, evocative of middle eastern music
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (black) (no hands visible)
Perspective :looking down on the action that unfolds on the black tabletop, but
giving the impression of a void.
Action: PWE sliver appears to recede. Diamondback Meander pysanky angles and
moves forward to the lower middle of the frame, appearing over or in front
of PWE but smaller than Doodle pysanka. Doodle pysanka rises higher ,
turning longitudinally to reveal full doodle, and relative to Diamondback
Meander pysanka is larger.. (2 seconds)
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Panel 48/219

MEANDER CLAN DANCE
Sound: music
Music: double harmonic or microtones, evocative of middle eastern music
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (black) (no hands visible)
Perspective :looking down on the action that unfolds on the black tabletop, but
giving the impression of a void.
Action: PWE sliver appears to recede farther and toward the lower left.
Diamondback Meander pysanka angles and moves across toward the
middle right of the frame, appearing over or in front of PWE but smaller
than Doodle pysanka. Doodle pysanka rises higher, a bit smaller , turning
longitudinally further to turn her doodle side toward the appearing scales
side of Gill pysanka (00035cxSBLBdMe) dropping into the scene from the
upper left.. (4 seconds)
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Panel 49/219

MEANDER CLAN DANCE
Sound: music
Music: double harmonic or microtones, evocative of middle eastern music
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (black) (no hands visible)
Perspective :looking down on the action that unfolds on the black tabletop, but
giving the impression of a void.
Action: PWE sliver recede farther back and toward the lower left. Diamondback
Meander pysanka lifts slightly to the middle right of the frame. Doodle
pysanka turns more longitudinally and angles toward the lower left of the
frame. Gill pysanka dropping further into the scene from the upper left.. (3
seconds)
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MEANDER CLAN DANCE
Sound: music
Music: double harmonic or microtones, evocative of middle eastern music
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (black) (no hands visible)
Perspective :looking down on the action that unfolds on the black tabletop, but
giving the impression of a void.
Action: PWE sliver recede farther back and toward the lower left. Gill pysanka is
now fully in the upper left. Doodle pysanka angles slightly toward the
lower middle. Diamondback Meander pysanka rises, moving to vertical
toward the upper middle of the frame. (2 seconds)
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Panel 51/219

MEANDER CLAN DANCE
Sound: music
Music: double harmonic or microtones, evocative of middle eastern music
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (black) (no hands visible)
Perspective :looking down on the action that unfolds on the black tabletop, but
giving the impression of a void.
Action: PWE sliver recede farther back and toward the lower left and almost
disappeard. Gill pysanka, Doodle pysanka, and Diamondback Meander
pysanka circle one another. (3 seconds)
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Panel 52/219

MEANDER CLAN DANCE
Sound: music
Music: double harmonic or microtones, evocative of middle eastern music
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (black) (no hands visible)
Perspective :looking down on the action that unfolds on the black tabletop, but
giving the impression of a void.
Action: PWE is out of view. Gill pysanka, Doodle pysanka, and Diamondback
Meander pysanka orient vertically and bob. Blue White Snake pysanka
begins emerging dimly in the center of the frame but the rest of the
Meander clan does not notice yet. (5 seconds)
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Panel 53/219

MEANDER CLAN DANCE
Sound: music
Music: double harmonic or microtones, evocative of middle eastern music morphs
toward something more southeastern, Indian.
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (black) (no hands visible)
Perspective :looking down on the action that unfolds on the black tabletop, but
giving the impression of a void. Camera zooms in and explores some
of the pattern details
Action: Blue White Snake pysanka emerges in the center of the frame. Gill
pysanka, Doodle pysanka, and Diamondback Meander notice and back
away. (5 seconds)
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MEANDER CLAN DANCE
Sound: music
Music: Indian
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (black) (no hands visible)
Perspective :looking down on the action that unfolds on the black tabletop, but
giving the impression of a void. Camera zooms in and explores some
of the pattern details
Action: Blue White Snake pysanka fully emerged. Gill pysanka, Doodle pysanka,
and Diamondback Meander gather around. (4 seconds)
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Panel 55/219

MEANDER CLAN DANCE
Sound: music
Music: Indian
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (black) (no hands visible) or video in
front of a black background
Perspective :looking down on the action that unfolds on the black tabletop, but
giving the impression of a void. Camera zooms in and explores some
of the pattern details
Action: Blue White Snake pysanka twirls. Then Gill pysanka, Doodle pysanka, and
Diamondback Meander also twirl. (3 seconds)
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Panel 56/219

MEANDER CLAN DANCE ENDS
Sound: music begins breaking up, fragmenting
Music: Indian
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (black) (no hands visible)
Perspective :looking down on the action that unfolds on the black tabletop, but
giving the impression of a void. Camera zooms in and explores some
of the pattern details
Action: Blue White Snake pysanka, Gill pysanka, Doodle pysanka, and
Diamondback Meander yield to macro exploration. (10 seconds)

Note: panels 34-56 = ~105 seconds
Note: panels 38-56 = ~67 seconds
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Panel 57/219

WORKTABLE
Sound: none
Music: none
FX: continued stop action on a flat surface (black) (no hands visible)
Perspective :looking down on the action that unfolds on the black tabletop, but
giving the impression of a void. Camera zooms in tight on an
monochrome area of pattern, that transforms back into the worktable
Action: Blue White Snake pysanka, Gill pysanka, Doodle pysanka, and
Diamondback Meander disappear and PWE is once again on the worktable.
(3 seconds)
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Panel 58/219
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PLAIN WHITE EGG RETURNS TO WORKTABLE
Sound: none or background sounds resume
Music: none or distant radio tuned to news station or voices as one might hear in a
studio where work is being done
FX: video with stop action or animation combined zooms out to reveal Lizard
Spiral pysanka on the worktable and a line of Inspiration Clan pysanky at the
bottom edge of the frame.
Action: PWE rolls toward Lizard Spiral and together they roll toward the bottom
edge of the frame. (5 seconds)

Note: panels 34-58 = ~113 seconds
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PLAIN WHITE EGG AND LIZARD SPIRAL ENCOUNTER INSPIRATION
CLAN
Sound: music
Music: line dance type of music in snippets or remote
FX: stop action or videao
Perspective: camera backing into a collection of pysanky – Inspiration clan. PWE
and Lizard Spiral recede to upper edge of frame
Action: Inspiration clan pysanky (about 13 or fewer, depending on how much we
can do, how long it takes to do, and how much film time can go to this
dance before it gets boring) come into view from lower edge of frame. (8
seconds)
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Panel 60/219

INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE
Sound: music
Music: line dance type of music getting organized
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: Inspiration clan gradually getting out in front of camera so these
selected members of the clan come into view
Action: Inspiration clan pysanky jostling in a ragged line or several lines. (5
seconds)
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Panel 61/219

INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE
Sound: music
Music: line dance type music gaining sureness
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: Inspiration clan filling screen. Camera shallow angle into the field of
pysanky
Action: Inspiration clan pysanky lining up. (7 seconds)

Note: panels 59-61 = ~20 seconds
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Panel 62/219

INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE
Sound: music
Music: line dance type music
FX: stop action or video
Perspective:: Camera angle becomes more shallow towards the line of pysanky in
the lower part of the frame.
Action: Zigsaw pysanka (00069cxOCHzigsaw) is the first to step out of the line
and float up toward the upper part of the frame. (4 seconds)
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INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - JIGSAW
Sound: music
Music: repeating figure
FX: video
Perspective: frontal against white background, shadow below suggesting depth –
no horizon. If shadow rises, will that give the illusion of the camera
angle dropping towards a foreground of the plane on which the
shadow is appearing?
Action: Jigsaw pysanka twirls on longitudinal axis. (4 seconds)
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Panel 64/219

INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - JIGSAW
Sound: music
Music: swirling
FX: video
Perspective: sense of camera angle dropping to reveal scattered jigsaw puzzle
pieces on the plane below Jigsaw pysanka.
Action: jigsaw pieces come into view. Jigsaw pysanka still twirling on longitudinal
axis. (6 seconds)
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Panel 65/219

INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - JIGSAW
Sound: music
Music: rising
FX: video of the jigsaw pieces (on fishing line?) floating up around and past
Jigsaw pysanka.
Perspective: frontal, background suggests depth
Action: jigsaw pieces float up surrounding Jigsaw pysanka. (5 seconds)
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Panel 66/219

INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - JIGSAW
Sound: music
Music: falling
FX: stop action
Perspective: frontal against white background, shadow below comes into view
suggesting depth but no horizon. If shadow rises, will that give the
illusion of the camera angle dropping towards a foreground of the
plane on which the shadow is appearing, so that the Jigsaw pysanka
can fall back into line with the rest of the clan?
Action: Jigsaw pysanka tumbles back to the line of Inspiration clan pysanky. (4
seconds)

Note: panels 62-66 = ~23 seconds
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INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - APPLIQUE
Sound: music
Music: line dance
FX: stop action
Perspective: frontal
Action: Applique pysanka (00087cxBRNsapplique) is the second to step out of the
line and float up toward the upper part of the frame. (4 seconds)
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Panel 68/219

INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - APPLIQUE
Sound: music
Music: repeating figure
FX: video
Perspective: frontal against white background, shadow below suggesting depth –
no horizon. If shadow rises, will that give the illusion of the camera
angle dropping towards a foreground of the plane on which the
shadow is appearing?
Action: Applique pysanka twirls on longitudinal axis. (4 seconds)
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Panel 69/219

INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - APPLIQUE

Sound: music
Music: percussive
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: frontal with depth.
Action: Applique worked patches come into view. Applique pysanka still twirling
on longitudinal axis. The applique patches need to be something different
from what is pictured here. (6 seconds)
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Panel 70/219

INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - APPLIQUE

Sound: music
Music: lush
FX: stop action
Perspective: steeper camera angle to pull back to the Inspiration clan line.
Action: Applique pysanka drops down onto the applique patches and rolls around
and then towards foreground off of the patches and back into the
Inspiration clan line as the Fan pysanka rises out of the line. (6 seconds)

Note: panels 67-70 = ~20 seconds
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Panel 71/219 INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - FAN
Sound: music
Music: line dance with a fan dance flavor?
FX: stop action
Perspective: frontal
Action: Fan pysanka is the third to step out of the line and float up toward the
upper part of the frame as Applique pysanka settles back into the line. (4
seconds)
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Panel 72/219 INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - FAN
Sound: music
Music: repeating figure
FX: video
Perspective: frontal against white background, shadow below suggesting depth –
no horizon. If shadow rises, will that give the illusion of the camera
angle dropping towards a foreground of the plane on which the
shadow is appearing?
Action: Fan pysanka twirls on longitudinal axis. (4 seconds)
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Panel 73/219 INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - FAN
Sound: music
Music: line dance with a fan dance flavor?
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: frontal.
Action: Fan pysanka rotates – the fan pattern undulates? (4 seconds)
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Panel 74/219 INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - FAN
Sound: music
Music: line dance with a fan dance flavor?
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: frontal.
Action: Fan pysanka stops rotating when the fin of a fan appears lower left. The
fan should be a different color from what is shown here. It should perhaps
first appear closed and then open, or emerge, then close. (4 seconds)
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Panel 75/219 INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - FAN
Sound: music
Music: line dance with a fan dance flavor?
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: frontal.
Action: Fan pysanka tumbles backing off as the fan emerges more. The fan should
be a different color from what is shown here. It should perhaps first appear
closed and then open, or emerge, then close. (4 seconds)
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Panel 76/219 INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - FAN
Sound: music
Music: line dance with a fan dance flavor?
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: frontal and closing in.
Action: Fan pysanka tumbles toward center frame. The fan emerges fully. The fan
should be a different color from what is shown here. It should perhaps first
appear closed and then open, or emerge, then close. (3 seconds)
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Panel 77/219 INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - FAN
Sound: music
Music: line dance with a fan dance flavor?
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: frontal and backing off.
Action: Fan pysanka drops toward middle of the bottom of the frame, getting
smaller, as the fan, perhaps closing and opening again, rises up to disappear
frame upper left. (5 seconds)

Note: panels 71-77 = ~28 seconds
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Panel 78/219 INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - GUARDRAIL
Sound: music
Music: line dance with the lazy pulse of a guardrail through an open window and
bird song
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: frontal with white background.
Action: Guardrail pysanka is the next to step out of the line and float up toward the
upper part of the frame. (4 seconds)
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Panel 79/219 INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - GUARDRAIL
Sound: music
Music: repeating figure
FX: video
Perspective: frontal against white background, shadow below suggesting depth –
no horizon. If shadow rises, will that give the illusion of the camera
angle dropping towards a foreground of the plane on which the
shadow is appearing?
Action: Guardrail pysanka twirls on longitudinal axis. (4 seconds)
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Panel 80/219 INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - GUARDRAIL
Sound: music
Music: line dance with the lazy pulse of a guardrail through an open car window
and bird song
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: frontal with white background.
Action: Guardrail pysanka while twirling “hops” down to the lower right of the
frame. (5 seconds)
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Panel 81/219 INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - GUARDRAIL
Sound: music
Music: line dance with the lazy pulse of a guardrail through an open car window
and bird song
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: frontal with white background.
Action: Guardrail pysanka drops toward a curvy guardrail, its inspiration. The
actual guardrail was on interstate 93 south through Stoneham toward
Medford. (5 seconds)
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Panel 82/219 INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - GUARDRAIL
Sound: music
Music: line dance with the lazy pulse of a guardrail through an open car window
and bird song
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: frontal showing the curving guardrail, horizon rises to top of frame.
Action: Guardrail pysanka tumbles along the top edge of the near curve of the
guardrail before dropping out of the frame at the bottom right to return to
the line of Line Dance pysanky. (5 seconds)

Note: panels 78-82 = ~23 seconds
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INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - RIVER
Sound: music
Music: line dance
FX: stop action
Perspective: frontal
Action: River pysanka is the next to step out of the line and float up toward the
upper part of the frame. (4 seconds)
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Panel 84/219

INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - RIVER
Sound: music
Music: repeating figure
FX: video
Perspective: frontal against white background, shadow below suggesting depth –
no horizon. If shadow rises, will that give the illusion of the camera
angle dropping towards a foreground of the plane on which the
shadow is appearing?
Action: River pysanka twirls on longitudinal axis. (4 seconds)
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Panel 85/219

INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - RIVER
Sound: music
Music: line dance type music
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: frontal against white background, camera closing in on river pattern
Action: River pysanka, still twirling on longitudinal axis, grows larger. (4 seconds)
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Panel 86/219

INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - RIVER
Sound: music
Music: line dance type music
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: frontal, close up on river pattern
Action: Extreme close up on the river pattern of River pysanka. (5 seconds)
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INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - RIVER
Sound: music
Music: line dance type music
FX: stop action or video, drawing
Perspective: close up
Action: Lift the river pattern out of the River pysanka surface, which fades to
intensify the trace of the river. (6 seconds)
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Panel 88/219

INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - RIVER
Sound: music
Music: line dance type music
FX: stop action
Perspective: from above aerial view of river
Action: River pysanka soaring above, tracing the river, getting larger to exit frame
middle bottom before dropping back into the line of the Line Dance
pysanky. Possibly have the trace of the river fade to white towards the
bottom of the frame where it becomes wide and then flows into the white
background of the frame in which the line of the Line Dance appears. (6
seconds)

Note: panels 83-88 = ~29 seconds
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Panel 89/219

INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - NEURONS
Sound: music
Music: line dance
FX: stop action
Perspective: frontal
Action: Neuron pysanka (000865cxBLAsynapses) is the next to step out of the line
and float up toward the upper part of the frame. (4 seconds)
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Panel 90/219

INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - NEURONS
Sound: music
Music: repeating figure
FX: video
Perspective: frontal against white background, shadow below suggesting depth –
no horizon. If shadow rises, will that give the illusion of the camera
angle dropping towards a foreground of the plane on which the
shadow is appearing?
Action: Neuron pysanka twirls on longitudinal axis. (4 seconds)
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Panel 91/219
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INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - NEURONS
Sound: music
Music: line dance type music with overlay of sparking sounds
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: frontal against white background, camera closing in on pattern
Action: Neuron pysanka, still twirling on longitudinal axis, tumbles and grows
larger. (4 seconds)
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Panel 92/219

INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - NEURONS
Sound: music
Music: line dance type music with overlay of sparking sounds
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: frontal, close up
Action: Neuron pysanka, still twirling on longitudinal axis, tumbles and grows
larger. (4 seconds)
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Panel 93/219

INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - NEURONS
Sound: music
Music: line dance type music, overlay of sparking sounds fades and the music gets
echoey
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: frontal, extreme close up, center of frame is black part of the pattern
Action: In the black space of the pattern a graphic of a neuron shows up faintly and
growing brighter and larger. (6 seconds)
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Panel 94/219

INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - NEURONS
Sound: music
Music: line dance type music is hardly recognizable in the stretched echoeyness
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: frontal, into a layered graphic of neurons
Action: Neuron pysanka appears floating up through the graphic of neurons. (6
seconds)

Note: panels 89-94 = ~28 seconds
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INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - EYE
Sound: music
Music: line dance type music
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: frontal against gradiated background transitioning from the previous
black background to white
Action: Neuron floats up into the line of Inspiration clan pysanky. Eye pysanka is
the next to step out of the line and float up toward the upper part of the
frame. (4 seconds)
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Panel 96/219

INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - EYE
Sound: music
Music: repeating figure
FX: video
Perspective: frontal against white background, shadow below suggesting depth –
no horizon. If shadow rises, will that give the illusion of the camera
angle dropping towards a foreground of the plane on which the
shadow is appearing?
Action: Eye pysanka twirls on longitudinal axis. (4 seconds)
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Panel 97/219

INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - EYE
Sound: music
Music: line dance type music
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: frontal against emerging background image of a blue eye iris, faint at
first but becoming more vivid as it expands towards filling the frame
Action: Eye pysanka is center frame and begins to tumble, still twirling, in front of
a background that begins to show the blue disc of an eye faintly. (4 seconds)
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Panel 98/219

INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - EYE
Sound: music
Music: line dance type music
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: frontal, closing in; both Eye pysanka and the emerging background
image of a blue eye iris are getting larger and more intensely saturated
in color.
Action: Eye pysanka continues to tumble in the center of the frame, covering
where the pupil of the eye would be. (4 seconds)
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INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - EYE
Sound: music
Music: line dance type music
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: frontal, closing in; both Eye pysanka and the emerging background
image of a blue eye iris are getting larger.
Action: Eye pysanka tumbles out of the center of the frame and toward the
background eye image, revealing the pupil of the eye image that now fills
the frame. (5 seconds)
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Panel 101/219

INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - EYE
Sound: music
Music: line dance type music
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: frontal, closing in; both Eye pysanka and the emerging background
image of a blue eye iris are getting larger.
Action: Eye pysanka in the center of the frame flips to show the polar view as the
background eye image enlarges. Eye pysanka polar view fills the pupil area,
giving the impression of dropping into the pupil. (5 seconds)
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Panel 102/219

INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - EYE
Sound: music
Music: line dance type music
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: frontal, Eye pysanka dropping into the enlarging black pupil
Action: Eye pysanka shows the polar view and then tumbles all the way through
the pupil to a fully black background. (3 seconds)

Note: panels 95-102 = ~29 seconds
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Panel 103/219

INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - AGATE
Sound: music
Music: line dance type music
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: frontal, black background
Action: Agate pysanka is the next to step out of the line and float up toward the
upper part of the frame. (4 seconds)
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INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - AGATE
Sound: music
Music: line dance type music
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: frontal against black background, spot of light below suggesting depth
– no horizon – and as though a light is shining out of the pysanka. If
the light spot rises, will that give the illusion of the camera angle
dropping towards a foreground of the plane on which the light is
appearing?
Action: Agate pysanka twirls on longitudinal axis. (4 seconds)
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Panel 105/219

INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - AGATE
Sound: music
Music: line dance type music
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: frontal against fading black background, fading more on the bottom
than top of the frame. Spot of light has disappeared
Action: Agate pysanka, still twirling on longitudinal axis, begins to tumble. (4
seconds)
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Panel 106/219

INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - AGATE
Sound: music
Music: line dance type music
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: frontal against even more faded light background, faded more on the
bottom than top of the frame.
Action: Agate pysanka, still twirling on longitudinal axis, still tumbling, appears to
drop toward a slab of polished agate, its inspiration. Or the slab of agate
appears to rise toward the pysanka. (5 seconds)
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Panel 107/219

INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - AGATE
Sound: music
Music: line dance type music
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: frontal against now white background.
Action: Agate pysanka, still twirling on longitudinal axis, still tumbling, drops past
the slab of polished agate, which is receding back (getting smaller, as it
rises through the frame. (5 seconds)
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INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - AGATE
Sound: music
Music: line dance type music
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: frontal against now white background.
Action: Agate pysanka, stops twirling, orients vertically, and drops back toward the
line of Line Dance pysanky. The slab of polished agate recedes out of the
top of the frame. (6 seconds)

Note: panels 103-108 = ~28 seconds
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Panel 109/219

INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - TOMATO SLICES
Sound: music
Music: line dance
FX: stop action
Perspective: frontal
Action: Tomato Slices pysanka is the next to step out of the line and float up
toward the upper part of the frame. (4 seconds)
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Panel 110/219

INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - TOMATO SLICES
Sound: music
Music: repeating figure
FX: video
Perspective: frontal against white background, shadow below suggesting depth –
no horizon. If shadow rises, will that give the illusion of the camera
angle dropping towards a foreground of the plane on which the
shadow is appearing?
Action: Tomato Slices pysanka twirls on longitudinal axis. (4 seconds)
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Panel 111/219

INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - TOMATO SLICES
Sound: music
Music: line dance
FX: stop action
Perspective: frontal, closing in
Action: Still twirling, Tomato Slices pysanka tumbles and drops toward a pile of
tomatoes at the bottom of the frame, as the camera closes in. (4 seconds)
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INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - TOMATO SLICES
Sound: music
Music: line dance
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: from above, Tomato Slices pysanka on a background of tomatoes
Action: Tomato Slices pysanka rests on the pile of tomatoes at the bottom of the
frame, as the camera closes in more. (4 seconds)
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INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - TOMATO SLICES
Sound: music
Music: line dance
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: from above
Action: A knife blade approaches the tomatoes and begins to slice into on. Tomato
Slices pysanka backs away. (4 seconds)
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INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - TOMATO SLICES
Sound: music
Music: line dance
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: from above, closing in more
Action: A slice of tomato with a greenish center falls toward Tomato Slices
pysanka, partially blocking the pysanka. The camera closes in on the
tomato slice overlapping the tomato slice pattern on the Tomato Slices
pysanka. (5 seconds)
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INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - TOMATO SLICES
Sound: music
Music: line dance
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: camera backs away to frontal, white background, shadow below the
pysanka comes into view suggesting depth but no horizon.
Action: Tomato Slices pysanka and the tomato slice, its inspiration, move apart,
the camera follows Tomato Slices pysanka, but not as fast, so the pysanka
becomes smaller in preparation for returning to the line of Inspiration clan
pysanky. (4 seconds)

Note: panels 109-115 = ~29 seconds
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INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - WATERMELON
Sound: music
Music: line dance
FX: stop action
Perspective: frontal
Action: Watermelon pysanka is the next to step out of the line and float up toward
the upper part of the frame. (4 seconds)
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INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - WATERMELON
Sound: music
Music: repeating figure
FX: video
Perspective: frontal against white background, shadow below suggesting depth –
no horizon. If shadow rises, will that give the illusion of the camera
angle dropping towards a foreground of the plane on which the
shadow is appearing?
Action: Watermelon pysanka twirls on longitudinal axis. (4 seconds)
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INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - WATERMELON
Sound: music
Music: line dance
FX: stop action
Perspective: frontal, closing in
Action: Still twirling, Watermelon pysanka tumbles and drops toward a pile of
watermelon slices at the bottom of the frame, as the camera closes in. (5
seconds)
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INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - WATERMELON
Sound: music
Music: line dance
FX: stop action
Perspective: frontal, closing in
Action: Watermellon pysanka soars over a landscape of watermelon slices. (5
seconds)
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INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - WATERMELON
Sound: music
Music: falling
FX: stop action
Perspective: frontal against white background, shadow below becomes smaller
suggesting rising but no horizon. If shadow drops away and gets
smaller, will that give the illusion of the camera angle tipping up away
from a foreground of the plane on which the shadow exists, so that the
Watermelon pysanka can rise up back into line with the rest of the
clan?

Note: panels 116-120 = ~22 seconds
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Action: Watermelon slices drop away at the bottom of the frame. Watermellon
pysanka floats up to the line of Inspiration clan pysanky. (4 seconds)
Panel 121/219

INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - BEER FOAM
Sound: music, bar sounds
Music: line dance type of music in snippets or remote giving way to or overlaid
with the faint sounds of a beer hall or bar where line dance type music is
being played
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: frontal against white background
Action: Watermelon pysanka floats up into the line of Inspiration clan pysanky.
Beer Foam pysanka is the next to step out of the line and float up toward
the upper part of the frame. (4 seconds)
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INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - BEER FOAM
Sound: music, bar sounds
Music: repeating figure in the faint line dance type of music
FX: video
Perspective: frontal against white background, with shadow appearing below
suggesting depth – no horizon. If shadow rises, will that give the
illusion of the camera angle dropping towards a foreground of the
plane on which the shadow is appearing?
Action: Beer Foam pysanka twirls on longitudinal axis. (4 seconds)
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INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - BEER FOAM
Sound: music, bar sounds or sound of foam popping
Music: repeating figure in the faint line dance type of music
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: frontal
Action: Beer Foam pysanky twirls up toward an image of beer foam on a glass, its
inspiration. (5 seconds)
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INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - BEER FOAM
Sound: music, bar sounds
Music: rising figure in the faint line dance type of music
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: frontal
Action: Beer Foam closes in on beer foam on a glass so a portion of the glass
becomes background in the right 2/3rds of the frame. (5 seconds)
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INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - BEER FOAM
Sound: music, bar sounds
Music: rising figure in the faint line dance type of music
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: frontal
Action: Other beer foam egg appears, twirling longitudinally, from the right of the
frame, hovering over the background image of beer foam on a glass. Beer
Foam pysanky backs away initially. (5 seconds)
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INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - BEER FOAM
Sound: music, bar sounds, then pause, with egg click
Music: music fades to silence as the two pysanky pass one another, other beer foam
pysanky behind Beer Foam pysanky.
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: frontal
Action: Other beer foam egg soars over the background image of beer foam on a
glass, orienting to horizontal and, still twirling, moves out of the frame
toward upper left. Possibly, as the music pauses, have the pysanky touch,
clicking, as two glasses might be clinked in a toast. Meanwhile, Beer Foam
pysanky swoops in toward the camera and also over the background image
of beer foam, then drops away with the camera following down to the line
of Line Dance pysanky. (5 seconds)

Note: panels 121-126 = ~28 seconds
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INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - WORM
Sound: music
Music: line dance type music with a kind of slinky figure
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: frontal
Action: Worm pysanka is the next to step out of the line and float up toward the
upper part of the frame. (4 seconds)
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INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - WORM
Sound: music
Music: repeating figure
FX: video
Perspective: frontal against white background, shadow below suggesting depth –
no horizon. If shadow rises, will that give the illusion of the camera
angle dropping towards a foreground of the plane on which the
shadow is appearing?
Action: Worm pysanka twirls on longitudinal axis. (4 seconds)
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INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - WORM
Sound: music, evocative of waves
Music: undulating line dance type of music, as though underwater
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: frontal
Action: Worm pysanky twirls down toward an emerging image of a marine worm,
its inspiration, which appears from the lower right of the frame. (4
seconds)
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INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - WORM
Sound: music, evocative of waves
Music: undulating line dance type of music, as though underwater
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: frontal, closing in on Worm pysanky
Action: Worm pysanka twirls and tumbles dow, image of a marine worm floats up
in front of Worm pysanka. A second emerging image of a marine worm
appears from lower right of frame as though following the first marine
worm. (5 seconds)
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INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - WORM
Sound: music, evocative of waves
Music: undulating line dance type of music, as though underwater
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: frontal
Action: Worm pysanka twirls and tumbles mid frame. Images of a marine worms
congregate at left of frame, as a another worm pysanka emerges from
lower right of frame. (6 seconds)
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INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - WORM
Sound: music, evocative of waves
Music: undulating line dance type of music, as though underwater
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: frontal, sea floor below, white background
Action: Worm pysanka twirls and flips, lifting slightly away to upper left to make
room for the other worm pysanka entering the frame twirling and tumbling.
Images of a marine worms drift slightly more left in the frame. An image
of a marine worm on the sea floor seems to emerge from the bottom of the
frame, giving the illusion of the other marine worms and worm-inspired
pysanky drifting downward. (6 seconds)

Note: panels 127-132 = ~29 seconds
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INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - JELLYFISH
Sound: music, evocative of waves
Music: undulating line dance type of music, as though underwater
FX: stop action or video
Perspective: frontal, beach sand background
Action: Worm pysanka drifts down on sand background back into the Line Dance
pysanky line. Jellyfish pysanka is the last to step out of the line and float up
toward the upper part of the frame. (4 seconds)
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INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - JELLYFISH
Sound: music, evocative of waves
Music: repeating figure
FX: video
Perspective: frontal against beach sand background, shadow below suggesting
depth – no horizon. If shadow rises, will that give the illusion of the
camera angle dropping towards a foreground of the plane on which the
shadow is appearing?
Action: Jellyfish pysanka twirls on longitudinal axis, then tilts to reveal polar view.
(4 seconds)
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INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - JELLYFISH
Sound: music
Music: repeating figure
FX: video or stop action – zoom in
Perspective: sense of camera angle dropping to reveal the polar view.
Action: zoom into polar view. (4 seconds)
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INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - JELLYFISH
Sound: music receding, giving way to the sound of gentle waves on the shore
Music: sound of the sea
FX: video or stop action – zoom out
Perspective: sense of inspiration jellyfish rising (a top view of the inspiration
jellyfish), or Jellyfish pysanka dropping toward the inspiration
jellyfish.
Action: Inspiration jellyfish comes into view. Jellyfish pysanka is no longer
twirling on longitudinal axis. (4 seconds)
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INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - JELLYFISH
Sound: music receding, giving way to the sound of gentle waves on the shore
Music: sound of the sea
FX: video or stop action – zoom in
Perspective: from above looking down on the inspiration jellyfish with Jellyfish
pysanka in the foreground
Action: Jellyfish pysanka tumbles into longitudinal view and moves in a circle
roughly around the circle of the periphery of the inspiration jellyfish. (5
seconds)
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INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - JELLYFISH
Sound: music receding, giving way to the sound of gentle waves on the shore
Music: sound of the sea
FX: video or stop action – zoom out from inspiration jellyfish
Perspective: from above looking down on the inspiration jellyfish with Jellyfish
pysanka in the foreground
Action: Jellyfish pysanka lifts away from the inspiration jellyfish flipping back to
upright. (4 seconds)
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INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - JELLYFISH
Sound: wave sounds receding, giving way to the line dance themed music from the
beginning of the scene.
Music: sound of the sea gives way to line dance type of music in snippets or remote
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: camera following Jellyfish pysanka in the foreground as it moves
away (down) from inspiration jellyfish back to the line of Inspiration
clan pysanky as the sand background fades.
Action: Jellyfish pysanka drops away from the inspiration jellyfish. (4 seconds)

Note: panels 133-139 = ~29 seconds
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INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - JELLYFISH
Sound: music
Music: line dance type of music in comes into focus
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: Camera angle is shallow towards the line of pysanky in the lower part
of the frame.
Action: Jellyfish pysanka drops back into the line of Inspiration clan pysanky. (5
seconds)
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INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - ENDING
Sound: music
Music: line dance type of music
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: frontal view of the line of Inspiration clan pysanky toward the next
scene.
Action: Line of Inspiration clan pysanky in unison, as in a line dance. Each
pysanka synchronized, rises, moves to the right, then to the left, then back
to center and drops down to the starting point. (20 seconds)

Note: panels 140-141 = ~25 seconds
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INSPIRATION CLAN LINE DANCE - ENDING
Sound: none
Music: none
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: Camera lifts away from line of Inspiration clan pysanky toward the
next scene: FIELD OF SHARDS.
Action: Line of Inspiration clan pysanky drops out of (backs out of) the frame. As
it does so, Lizard Spiral and PWE appear in the frame from left to right.
River pysanka lifts out of the line. (10 seconds)

Note: panels 59-142 = ~400 seconds
(This means Act 2, Scene 1, the line dance, comprise about one third of the film length. 13 pysanky appear. Consider
leaving tomato slices and watermelon, 51 seconds, out of the line dance to gives more time for the remaining scenes.)
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FIELD OF SHARDS - BEGINNING
Sound: fragmented, minor keys
Music: classical
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: Angled. Camera follows Lizard Spiral and PWE into the a field of
shards.
Action: Lizard Spiral and PWE lead the camera into the field of shards. River
pysanka follows. River pysanka's twin waits as a sentinel at the edge of the
field of shards, where River pysanka will stop to take up position as the
other sentinel. (10 seconds) Cracked one of the two River pysanky Dec 1,
2014, but still usable.
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FIELD OF SHARDS - BEGINNING
Sound: fragmented, minor keys
Music: classical
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: Angled lifting to more from above. Camera viewing Lizard Spiral and
PWE moving past the sentinel River pysanky through the field of
shards.
Action: Lizard Spiral pysanka and PWE move past sentinel River pysanky and
deeper into the field of shards. (8 seconds)
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FIELD OF SHARDS - MIDDLE
Sound: fragmented, minor keys
Music: classical
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: From above.
Action: Lizard Spiral pysanka and PWE passing among the shards. Lizard Spiral
pysanka leads. PWE hangs back at the edge of the field but then catches up
to follow Lizard Spiral more closely. (10 seconds)
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FIELD OF SHARDS - MIDDLE
Sound: gathers into lyrical, still minor
Music: classical
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: From above. Camera hangs back and lifts away as Lizard Spiral and
PWE move on toward upper middle of frame. Closeups of fragments.
Action: Lizard Spiral pysanka and PWE move toward upper middle of frame.
Explorations patterns on some of the fragments. Closeup of fragments of
Gill pysanka (00035cxSBLBdMe) from the Meander clan. Lizard Spiral
pysanka and PWE move smoothly, slowly and unobtrusively. Encounter
shards of Box Spiral. Touch creates no clicking. (10 seconds)
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FIELD OF SHARDS - MIDDLE
Sound: modulate into minor key, foreshadowing later music when PWE mourns the
loss of Lizard Spiral
Music: classical
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: Angled with Gill pysanka fragment closeup in the foreground and
PWE and Lizard Spiral slightly larger changing position in the
background. Possibly cut for a few seconds to PWE looking back
towards the field of shards, especially Box Spiral and Gill pysanky.
Action: PWE appears to be turning back, as though recognizing Gill pysanka from
the Meander clan dance. Lizard Spiral holding up, also dropping slightly
away from upper edge of frame. But if we don't include Meander clan
dance, then the recognition sufficiently occurs at Box Spiral, whose shards
I initially didn't know I would have. (8 seconds)
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FIELD OF SHARDS - END
Sound: shift to contemporary modern, then peters out to silence
Music: classical
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: From above shallow angle backing into more foreground closeup of
shards.
Action: Lizard Spiral pysanka and PWE smaller more distant and toward upper
right of frame as camera moves toward a contemporary pysanka's
fragments toward the right or nearer lower part of frame after passing the
Gill pysanka fragments. (7 seconds)
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FIELD OF SHARDS - END
Sound: possibly clicks as Lizard Spiral pysanka and PWE meet up with River
pysanka again and gather together to exit scene.
Music: none
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: From above steeper angle as camera rises away from closeups and
circles over field of shards up towards Lizard pysanka, River pysanka,
and PWE
Action: Lizard Spiral pysanka, River pysanka, and PWE become more central to
the frame as they move on to Feather clan dance. (7 seconds)

Note: panels 143-149 = ~60 seconds
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FEATHER CLAN DANCE
Sound: none
Music: none
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: From above camera moves up toward feather clan dance already in
progress though not yet visible as it is preceded by a drift of feathers..
Action: Lizard Spiral pysanka, River pysanka, and PWE move toward bottom of
frame, and spread out a bit. PWE in the middle. Drifting feathers appear at
the top of the frame. (8 seconds)
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FEATHER CLAN DANCE
Sound: music, pianissimo
Music:: ethereal classical...perhaps Messiaen?
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: frontal, depth
Action: Lizard Spiral pysanka, River pysanka, and PWE move to bottom front
edge of visible space to make room for the dancers. PWE in the middle.
Drifting feathers approach lower portion of frame, followed by a formation
of the Feather clan. The impression should be of the pysanky in a plane
with the screen at the front edge of that plain. Some pysanky are farther
back than others. (10 seconds)
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FEATHER CLAN DANCE
Sound: music, slightly louder
Music:: ethereal classical...perhaps Messiaen?
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: frontal, depth, closing in
Action: Lizard Spiral pysanka, River pysanka, and PWE remain at bottom front
edge of visible space. Drifting feathers also now at bottom of frame.
Formation of the Feather clan comes closer, vertical pysanky flip
horizontal and vice versa. (8 seconds)
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FEATHER CLAN DANCE
Sound: music, slightly more volume
Music:: ethereal classical...perhaps Messiaen?
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: frontal, depth
Action: Lizard Spiral pysanka, River pysanka, and PWE , as well as drifted
feathers, remain at bottom front edge of visible space. Feather_clan_4 and
Feather_clan_3, who were at the back of the space and vertical, left and
right, respectively, tip and come forward to the front of the space, showing
their poles. Feathered Wings pysanka, which has been in the middle
foreground, horizontal, stays horizontal but is now farther back, as are
Feather_clan_1 (left) and Feather_clan_2 (right). (5 seconds)
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FEATHER CLAN DANCE
Sound: music, mf, rhythmic
Music:: ethereal classical...perhaps Messiaen?
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: frontal, depth
Action: Lizard Spiral pysanka, River pysanka, and PWE , as well as drifted
feathers, remain at bottom front edge of visible space. Feather_clan_4 and
Feather_clan_3, who were at the back of the space and vertical, left and
right, respectively, tip and come forward to the front of the space, showing
their poles. Feathered Wings pysanka, which has been in the middle
foreground, horizontal, stays horizontal but is now farther back, as are
Feather_clan_1 (left) and Feather_clan_2 (right). (5 seconds)
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FEATHER CLAN DANCE
Sound: music, mf, rhythmic
Music:: ethereal classical...perhaps Messiaen?
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: frontal, depth
Action: Lizard Spiral pysanka, River pysanka, and PWE , as well as drifted
feathers, remain at bottom front edge of visible space.
Feather_clan_4 and Feather_clan_3 swivel to horizontal and in a plane
with the other horizontal Feather clan pysanky. They form a ring which
begins to turn. (5 seconds)
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FEATHER CLAN DANCE
Sound: music, mf, rhythmic
Music:: ethereal classical...perhaps Messiaen?
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: frontal, depth
Action: Lizard Spiral pysanka, River pysanka, and PWE , as well as drifted
feathers, remain at bottom front edge of visible space.
The ring of horizontal Feather clan pysanky turn counterclockwise so each
pysanka has a chance to pass before the camera at the front of the visible
space. (5 seconds)
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FEATHER CLAN DANCE
Sound: music, mf, rhythmic, caesura at the point where the turning ring changes
direction.
Music:: ethereal classical...perhaps Messiaen?
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: frontal, depth
Action: Lizard Spiral pysanka, River pysanka, and PWE fall below the front edge
of visible space. The drifted feathers remain at the bottom of the frame.

Note: panels 149-157 = ~51 seconds

The ring of horizontal Feather clan pysanky, stops and turns clockwise.
The pysanka passing before the camera at the front of the visible space is
subjected to a short closeup featuring its feather pattern. (5 seconds)
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FEATHER CLAN DANCE - CLOSEUP
Sound: music, mf, rhythmic
Music:: ethereal classical...perhaps Messiaen?
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: frontal, closeup
Action: In tight on feather pattern of Feather_clan_1, spinning longitudinally on
horizontal axis. (4 seconds)
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FEATHER CLAN DANCE- CLOSEUP
Sound: music, mf, rhythmic
Music:: ethereal classical...perhaps Messiaen?
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: frontal, closeup
Action: In tight on feather pattern of Feather_clan_4, spinning longitudinally on
horizontal axis. (4 seconds)
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FEATHER CLAN DANCE- CLOSEUP
Sound: music, mf, rhythmic
Music:: ethereal classical...perhaps Messiaen?
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: frontal, closeup
Action: In tight on feather pattern of Feather_clan_3, spinning longitudinally on
horizontal axis. (4 seconds)
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FEATHER CLAN DANCE- CLOSEUP
Sound: music, mf, rhythmic
Music:: ethereal classical...perhaps Messiaen?
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: frontal, closeup
Action: In tight on feather pattern of Feather_clan_2, spinning longitudinally on
horizontal axis. (4 seconds)
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FEATHER CLAN DANCE- CLOSEUP
Sound: music, mf, rhythmic
Music:: ethereal classical...perhaps Messiaen?
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: frontal, closeup
Action: In tight on feather pattern of Feathered Wing pysanka, spinning
longitudinally on horizontal axis. (4 seconds)

Note: panels 158-162 = ~20 seconds
Note: panels 149-162 = ~71 seconds
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FEATHER CLAN DANCE
Sound: music, mf, rhythmic, modulation
Music:: ethereal classical...perhaps Messiaen?
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: frontal, depth
Action: After the sequence of closeups the camera backs away to allow the entire
ring of horizontal Feather clan pysanky to be visible again. As the ring
turns, each pysanka tips to an angled position. (5 seconds)
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FEATHER CLAN DANCE
Sound: music, mf, rhythmic, modulation
Music:: ethereal classical...perhaps Messiaen?
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: frontal, depth
Action: As the ring turns, each pysanka tips to a vertical position. (5 seconds)
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FEATHER CLAN DANCE
Sound: music, mf, rhythmic, modulation
Music:: ethereal classical...perhaps Messiaen?
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: frontal, depth
Action: As the ring turns, each vertical pysanka spins. (5 seconds)
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FEATHER CLAN DANCE
Sound: music, mf, rhythmic, modulation
Music:: ethereal classical...perhaps Messiaen?
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: frontal, depth
Action: The ring stops turning but each vertical pysanka continues to spin as
Lizard Spiral pysanka, River pysanka, and PWE re-emerge at the front
bottom edge of visible space, pushing through the feathers. (5 seconds)

Note: panels 163-166 = ~20 seconds
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FEATHER CLAN DANCE
Sound: music, f, triumphant sounding
Music:: classical, baroque dance?
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: frontal, depth
Action: The Feather clan pysanky stop spinning and move apart to make room for
Lizard Spiral pysanka and River pysanka rising up through their midst. (10
seconds)
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FEATHER CLAN DANCE
Sound: music, f, triumphant sounding
Music:: classical, baroque dance?
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: frontal, depth
Action: The Feather clan pysanky being leapfrogging in a feathery way over and
under Lizard Spiral pysanka, River pysanka, and PWE. Lizard Spiral
pysanka and River pysanka join the dance. PWE remains at bottom of the
frame, but moves to the right side. (10 seconds)
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FEATHER CLAN DANCE
Sound: music, f, exhuberant
Music:: classical, baroque dance?
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: frontal, depth
Action: The Feather clan pysanky swirls. Lizard Spiral pysanka leapfrogs with
Feathered Wing pysanka. River pysanka moves forward to the right as
PWE scoots farther into the right bottom corner of the frame. Others of the
Feather clan are small and faded into the background. The feathers on the
bottom edge shift as though in the turbulence created by the dance. (10
seconds)
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FEATHER CLAN DANCE
Sound: music, f, exhuberant
Music:: classical, baroque dance?
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: frontal, depth
Action: A Lizard Spiral pysanka descends from leapfrogging over Feathered Wing
pysanka, Lizard Spiral begins to wobble. The feathers at the bottom of the
frame have meanwhile been blown almost out of the frame. (8 seconds)
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– LIZARD SPIRAL PYSANKA BREAKS
Sound: music comes to an abrupt halt when Lizard Spiral pysanka breaks. Silence
Music:: classical, baroque dance, then nothing
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: frontal, depth
Action: A stunt double Lizard Spiral pysanka falls to the bottom edge of the frame
and breaks. All the other pysanky freeze where they are. (5 seconds)

Note: panels 167-171 = ~43 seconds
Note: panels 150-171 = ~133 seconds
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LIZARD SPIRAL PYSANKA BROKEN
Sound: none
Music:: none
FX: video or stop action, possibly show the break sequence in slow motion, or
repeat it in slow motion after first showing it in real time.
Perspective: frontal, depth
Action: Feathered Wing pysanka, River pysanka, and PWE move toward the
broken pieces of stunt double Lizard Spiral pysanka on the bottom edge of
the frame. The rest of the Feather clan bunches up near the upper middle
edge of the frame. (5 seconds)
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LIZARD SPIRAL PYSANKA BROKEN
Sound: mournful keening music
Music:: classical
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: frontal, shifts to from above
Action: The camera closes in on the shards, Feathered Wing pysanka, River
pysanka, and PWE become larger in the frame as they come in close and
begin to rock back and forth. move toward the broken pieces of stunt
double Lizard Spiral pysanka on the bottom edge of the frame. The rest of
the Feather clan are no longer visible. (5 seconds)
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LIZARD SPIRAL PYSANKA BROKEN
Sound: mournful keening music
Music:: classical
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: from above
Action: The camera lifts away to view the scene of Feathered Wing pysanka, River
pysanka, and PWE circling around stunt double Lizard Spiral pysanka's
remains. (5 seconds)
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LIZARD SPIRAL PYSANKA BROKEN
Sound: mournful keening music
Music:: classical
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: from above
Action: Feathered Wing pysanka and River pysanka retreat as PWE touches stunt
double Lizard Spiral pysanka's remains. (5 seconds)
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LIZARD SPIRAL PYSANKA BROKEN
Sound: mournful keening music fades to silence, then musical tones
Music:: classical, then nothing, then the tones that organized into melodic music
in support of Lizard Spiral (0002.cxORNSpBd) entering scene 1 of act 1.
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: from above
Action: PWE ceases moving among stunt double Lizard Spiral pysanka's shards
and is still. (3 seconds)

Note: panels 172-176 = ~23 seconds
Note: panels 149-176 = ~156 seconds
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LIZARD SPIRAL PYSANKA BROKEN
Sound: simple melody
Music:: minor key modulates to major but in dark timbres
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: from above, camera shifts so PWE and Lizard Spiral shards are at the
bottom of the frame.
Action: From the upper left corner of the frame, moving towards the upper right
corner in a swooping procession, sombre pysanky approach PWE lying still
among stunt double Lizard Spiral pysanka's shards. The somber pysanky
pass across the frame in ones and twos.They are twirling longitudinally or
lattitudinally, depending on whether they have an interesting pole or not.
Fangs pysanka, Star Twist pysanka, Triangle Tangle pysanka. (10 seconds)
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BROWN EGG PYSANKY AND HOOK CLAN PYSANKY APPEAR
Sound: more counterpoint
Music:: major key but low range and still somber timbres
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: from above, camera backs away to make more area visible and moves
up so only a few Lizard Spiral shards remain visible at the bottom of
the frame
Action: PWE rolls away from stunt double Lizard Spiral pysanka's shards to
observe the procession of somber pysanky. Following Triangle Tangle
pysanka, Weave pysanka, Braid pysanka, Blue Lines Pysanka. (10 seconds)
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BROWN EGG PYSANKY AND HOOK CLAN PYSANKY APPEAR
Sound: lush music
Music:: major key, more treble, brighter timbres
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: from above
Action: Following Blue Lines pysanka, Duck pysanka. Last in the procession are
Hook clan pysanky, a bit brighter: Yellow Hook, Blue Hook, Red Hook..
Red Hook twirls both longitudinally and lattitudinally. Gray Prism or
another large egg brings up the rear. (10 seconds)

Note: panels 177-179 = ~30 seconds
Note: panels 149-179 = ~187 seconds
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GRAY PRISM LEADS PLAIN WHITE EGG AWAY
Sound: lush music
Music:: minor key modulates to major but in dark timbres, tone lifts
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: from above, camera follows Gray Prism and PWE – shards drop away
completely.
Action: PWE follows Gray Prism pysanka, leaving behind stunt double Lizard
Sprial pysanka. (5 seconds)

Note: panels 143-180 = ~192 seconds
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PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS WORKTABLE
Sound: lush music
Music: processional sounding
FX: video with stop action or animation combined
Perspective: Camera angles up so left side of the work table comes into view.
Action: PWE returns back to the workshop table following Gray Prism pysanka.
They enter from the left. (5 seconds)
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PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS WORKTABLE
Sound: lush music fades
Music: processional sounding
FX: video and stop action
Perspective: Camera pans toward the center of the work table where hands are
working on a pysanka
Action: Gray Prism pysanka and PWE have move to the upper left of the area
where hands are working on a pysanka. (5 seconds)
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PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS WORKTABLE
Sound: music is gone with exit of Gray Prism pysanka. Then background sounds
Music: none or distant radio tuned to news station or voices as one might hear in a
studio where work is being done
FX: video and stop action
Perspective: Camera zooms in more onto the hands are working on a pysanka
Action: Hands working on an egg. PWE stops moving, while Gray Prism pysanka
moves on across the frame to the far right. Passing in front of a small bowl
of eggs, some in progress, at the upper right of the frame. Gray Prism exits
right upper edge of frame. (5 seconds)

Note: panels 181-183 = ~15 seconds
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PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS WORKTABLE
Sound: Background sounds, similar to previous workshop scenes
Music: none
FX: video
Perspective: Camera pans slightly to right so that the entire bowl of eggs, some in
progress, is fully visible at the upper right of the frame.
Action: The left hand puts down the egg in progress. The right hand puts down the
kistka and reaches over to pick up PWE. (5 seconds)
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PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS WORKTABLE
Sound: Background sounds, similar to previous workshop scenes, then simple
music
Music: none, then tones gather into a simple melody
FX: video
Perspective: Camera pans slightly to right so that the entire bowl of eggs, some in
progress, is fully visible at the upper right of the frame.
Action: The hands hold PWE and turn her around. (5 seconds)
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PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS WORKTABLE
Sound: simple music, then again background sounds
Music:: Tones fade again, and background sounds resume
FX: video
Perspective: unchanged.
Action: Left hand puts PWE into the bowl of eggs, some in progress. (3 seconds)
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PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS WORKTABLE
Sound: Background sounds, similar to previous workshop scenes
Music: none
FX: video
Perspective: unchanged.
Action: Hands resume working on the egg in progress for a little bit. (8 seconds)
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PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS WORKTABLE
Sound: Background sounds, similar to previous workshop scenes
Music: none
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: unchanged.

Note: panels 184-188 = ~26 seconds

Action: Right hand puts down kistka. Left hand puts down the egg in progress.
Left hand reaches for a jar with dye and puts it down next to the egg in
progress. Right hand picks up spoon. Left hand puts the egg in progress
into the spoon. Left hand tips the dye jar and right hand puts the egg into
the dye. Right hand leaves the spoon in the jar and then moves the jar out
of the way. (5 seconds)
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PLAIN WHITE EGG MEETS WORKTABLE
Sound: Background sounds, similar to previous workshop scenes
Music: none
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: unchanged.
Action: Left hand places the dye jar with the egg and spoon to upper left of frame.
Right hand picks up PWE out of the bowl and begins work. (5 seconds)
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PLAIN WHITE EGG BECOMES A PYSANKA
Sound: Background sounds, similar to previous workshop scenes
Music: none
FX: video or stop action
Perspective: unchanged.
Action: Hands begin working on PWE. Start with making a few squiggels on the
paper in regular time. Then some in time lapse. Beginning of first line on
PWE drawn in regular time. Then the sequence of a mix of time lapse and
regular time follows PWE through the process to the melting off of the wax
See panel 191. (5 seconds)

Note: panels 181-190 = ~51 seconds
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PLAIN WHITE EGG BECOMES A PYSANKA
Sound: music

Sequential mix of time
lapse and regular tempo
in which PWE becomes a
pysanka

Music:: soothing, serene music, contrasting with the intensity of the creative
process.
FX: video
Perspective: Tina's, using a glasses or head mounted HD video camera
Action: The sequential mix of time lapse and regular tempo in which PWE
becomes a pysanka. (154 seconds)
See the flow chart, below

Note: panels 181-191 = ~205 seconds
Note: panels 1-191 = ~1127 seconds (~18.7 minutes)
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Time-lapsed sequence
Regular tempo:
make some wax
squiggles on paper

3

Time lapse:
a few more
squiggles

3
Regular
Tempo: heat
wax in flame

Time lapse:
In/out of blue

3

Time lapse:
Wax on red

4
Regular tempo:
out of black
6
Time lapse:
finish melting
off wax
8
Regular tempo:
inspect result

3

Time lapse:
pat dry
3

Regular
Tempo: wipe off
some wax

3
Time lapse:
make holes
5
Time lapse:
hold over flame
– begin melting

7
Time lapse:
maybe put on string

Time lapse:
Wax on blue

Regular tempo:
my face
3
concentrating

5
Time lapse:
Wax on red

2

3

Regular
tempo:fill kistka
with wax

Time lapse:
Wax on
orange

Regular
Tempo: switch
kiska tip

Regular tempo:
heat wax
3
in flame

2

Time lapse:
Start work on blue of
a repeating pattern

5

12
Time lapse:
Wax on white

2
Time lapse:
Wax on blue

3

5

Regular tempo:
connect end of
2
line to start

Regular 2
tempo:
into yellow

Regular tempo:
fill kistka
with wax 2

Time lapse:
In/out of
orange

5

Time lapse:
Into black

3
Time lapse:
In/out of yellow

5

Regular tempo:
wax on snippet
of repeating pattern

3
Time lapse:
Finish work on blue of
a repeating pattern

2
Time lapse:
follow line
toward end

Regular tempo:
start a line
3
on PWE

4
Time lapse:
Wax on yellow

3
Time lapse:
Wax on yellow
2

2

3
Time lapse:
Out of red

3
Time lapse:
start blowing out
5

Regular
Tempo: turn waxy
PWE in hands

Time lapse:
Wax on
orange
4

3

Regular
Tempo: put
egg in red

Regular tempo:
blowing out

2

3
Time lapse:
finish blowing
out
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FINALE DANCE - NESTEDSHELLS PYSANKA (FORMERLY PWE) SET FREE
Sound: none
Music:: none
FX: video
Perspective: frontal, camera vantage equivalent to that of the hands' owner.
Action: PWE is now NestedShells pysanka in my hands. (10 seconds)
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FINALE DANCE - NESTEDSHELLS PYSANKA SET FREE
Sound: music
Music: thin, soft, classical
FX: stop action, animation
Perspective: frontal, camera vantage equivalent to that of the hands' owner.
Action: Hands open and release NestedShells pysanka, which floats up. (2
seconds)
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FINALE DANCE - NESTEDSHELLS PYSANKA JOINS PROCESSION
Sound: music
Music: increasingly lush, classical
FX: stop action, animation
Perspective: From front following PWE.
Action: Camera follows NestedShells pysanka as she proceeds into a world
floating with pysanky not seen before. NestedShells pysanka is tumbling
among them. Pysanky pass on all sides as the camera pushes through the
air dotted with pysanky. It is a procession of pysanky. (10 seconds)
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FINALE DANCE - NESTEDSHELLS PYSANKA JOINS PROCESSION
Sound: music
Music: increasingly lush, classical
FX: stop action, animation
Perspective: Overtakes NestedShells pysanka, which drops away at the bottom of
the frame and proceeds through pysanky flecked world
Action: A procession of pysanky not seen before is functionally like a dance. (10
seconds)
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FINALE DANCE - NESTEDSHELLS PYSANKA JOINS PROCESSION
Sound: music
Music: lush, symphonic, complex
FX: video, stop action, animation
Perspective: Pysanky dotted world. Illusion of camera dropping up and then down
through the world of pysanky. Possibly cut to other angles.
Action: A procession of pysanky not seen before, functionally like a dance.
Shown: Salpinx, Badges, BlueBaskets, Caesura, Carousel, Catenary, Not
shown here: Clock, CrackedSky, Eclipse, FiveInOne, Galaxy Edge,
GrayGreenHarlequin, Pentagon, PurpleWaves, Rauten, RedWedges,
Ribbons, Sampler, Suspenders, Tessearae, WebbedAngles, WhiteSlices.
See closing credits cast listing. (25 seconds)
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FINALE DANCE - NESTEDSHELLS PYSANKA JOINS PROCESSION
Sound: music
Music: lush, symphonic, complex
FX: video, stop action, animation
Perspective: Illusion of camera dropping down through the world of pysanky and
catching NestedShells back in view. Possibly cut to other angles.
Camera tips down to again be on a level with NestedShells pysanka,
then overtakes NestedShells pysanka and is beneath NestedShells
pysanka.
Action: NestedShells again at the bottom of the frame. NestedShells pysanka drifts
down through the world of suspended pysanky. (15 seconds)
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FINALE DANCE - NESTEDSHELLS PYSANKA JOINS PROCESSION
Sound: music
Music: lush, symphonic, complex
FX: video, stop action, animation
Perspective: Beneath pysanky watching as NestedShells pysanka drifts down and
arrives at the white plane of Act 1 Scene 1.
Action: PWE lands softly on a featureless white plane, as in Act 1 Scene 1
represented by the bottom edge of the frame. Pysanky are visible
suspended above. PWE rolls to the right right. Camera follows. (10
seconds)
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FINALE DANCE - NESTEDSHELLS PYSANKA JOINS PROCESSION
Sound: music comes to a cadence and no further sound
Music: lush, symphonic, resolves
FX: video, stop action, animation
Perspective: frontal, camera moving to the right, or scene shifting to the right.
Action: Pysanky world above fades away to darkness. NestedShells pysanka comes
upon a plain brown egg lying inert. (5 seconds)
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FINALE DANCE - NESTEDSHELLS PYSANKA JOINS PROCESSION
Sound: none
Music: none
FX: stop action
Perspective: frontal
Action: As NestedShells pysanka approaches, plain brown egg backs away and
then nears NestedShells pysanka as NestedShells pysanka continues to
approach. (5 seconds)
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FINALE DANCE - NESTEDSHELLS PYSANKA JOINS PROCESSION
Sound: eggs click, then theme music
Music: theme
FX: none
Perspective: none
Action: Screen goes black. We hear a click, presumably of NestedShells pysanka
touching plain brown egg (PBE). (3 seconds)

Note: panels 192-201 = ~95 seconds
Note: panels 1-201 = ~1222 seconds (~20.4 minutes)
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CLOSING CREDITS
Sound: none
Music:: none
FX:scrolling text, bottom to top scrolling.
Perspective: frontal. If preceded by “The End” camera zooms out, away from
homogenous black wax to reveal the title in the process of melting

In order of featured appearance:

Act
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BG black

Panel 203/219

In order of featured appearance:
Plain White Chicken Egg
Spiral clutch:
Lizard
Plaid
Box
Meander Pysanky:
Diamondback
Doodle
Gill
Blue White Snake

Act
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BG black

Panel 204/219

Blue White Snake
Inspiration clutch
Puzzle
Applique
Fan
Guardrail
River
Neuron
Iris
Agate
Tomato Slices

Act
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Tomato Slices
Watermelon
Beer Foam
Worm
Jellyfish
Feather clutch
1, 2, 3, and 4
Wings
Somber clutch
Fangs
Star Twist

Panel 205/219

Action: Scrolling list of pysanky, in order that each appeared in a featured way. Let
the named pysanky appear on the margins of the screen, perhaps in a
tumble or at least a twirl on the longitudinal access.
Possibliby precede cast list with “The End” - Black background becomes
lighter and is revealed to be wax written on eggshell: the title from the
opening credits melts and disappears in a thin film of glistening molten
wax on the eggshell
CLOSING CREDITS – THE CAST
Sound: music
Music: theme
FX: video
Perspective: frontal
Action: Scrolling text with named pysanky appearing alongside in a slow tumble,
or just a longitudinal rotation.

CLOSING CREDITS – THE CAST
Sound: music
Music: theme
FX: video
Perspective: frontal
Action: Scrolling text with named pysanky appearing alongside in a slow tumble,
or just a longitudinal rotation.

CLOSING CREDITS – THE CAST
Sound: music
Music:: fun humorous music
FX: stop action or video overlaying text scroll
Perspective: frontal
Action: Text scroll with named pysanky along the margin. Pysanky either scrolling
along with names, in a longitudinal rotation, or tumbling, or a combination.
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Star Twist
Triangle Tangle
Weave
Braid
Blue Lines
Duck
Yellow Hook
Blue Hook
Red Hook
Gray Prism
Finale clutch
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Music:: fun humorous music
FX: stop action or video overlaying text scroll
Perspective: frontal
Action: Text scroll with named pysanky along the margin. Pysanky either scrolling
along with names, in a longitudinal rotation, or tumbling, or a combination.

Panel 207/219

0
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BG black

Suspenders
Tesserae
Webbed Angles
White Slices

Music by:
?

CLOSING CREDITS – THE CAST
Sound: music
Music:: fun humorous music
FX: stop action or video overlaying text scroll
Perspective: frontal
Action: Text scroll with named pysanky along the margin. Pysanky either scrolling
along with names, in a longitudinal rotation, or tumbling, or a combination.

Panel 208/219

Eclipse
Five in One
Galaxy
Harlequin
Pentagon
Purple Waves
Rauten
Red Moons
Ribbons
Sampler
Suspenders

Act

CLOSING CREDITS – THE CAST
Sound: music

Finale clutch
Nested Shells
Salpinx
Badges
BlueBaskets
Caesura
Carousel
Catenary
Clock
Cracked Sky
Eclipse

Act

056.000

CLOSING CREDITS – THE CAST
Sound: music
Music:: fun humorous music
FX: stop action or video overlaying text scroll
Perspective: frontal
Action: Text scroll with named pysanky along the margin. Pysanky either scrolling
along with names, in a longitudinal rotation, or tumbling, or a combination.

Panel 209/219

CLOSING CREDITS – THE CAST / MUSIC CREDITS
Sound: music
Music:: fun humorous music, then beginning of medley of credited music
FX: stop action or video overlaying text scroll
Perspective: frontal
Action: Text scroll with named pysanky along the margin. Pysanky either scrolling
along with names, in a longitudinal rotation, or tumbling, or a combination.
Then Music credits. TBD
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CLOSING CREDITS - MUSIC CREDITS
Sound: music
Music: medley of what is credited
FX: stop action or video overlaying text scroll
Perspective: frontal

<music credit>
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Action: Text scroll with gaps filled by large images of punk pysanky. Pysanky
either in a longitudinal rotation, or tumbling, or a combination. Punk
pysanky: First Punk, Raindrops, Black&White, Baseball, Physical Therapy,
Universe

CLOSING CREDITS - MUSIC CREDITS
Sound: music

<music credit>

Music: medley of what is credited
FX: stop action or video overlaying text scroll
Perspective: frontal
Action: Text scroll with gaps filled by large images of punk pysanky. Pysanky
either in a longitudinal rotation, or tumbling, or a combination. Punk
pysanky: First Punk, Raindrops, Black&White, Baseball, Physical Therapy,
Universe
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<music credit>

CLOSING CREDITS - MUSIC CREDITS
Sound: music
Music: medley of what is credited
FX: stop action or video overlaying text scroll
Perspective: frontal

<music credit>
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Action: Text scroll with gaps filled by large images of punk pysanky. Pysanky
either in a longitudinal rotation, or tumbling, or a combination. Punk
pysanky: First Punk, Raindrops, Black&White, Baseball, Physical Therapy,
Universe

CLOSING CREDITS - MUSIC CREDITS
Sound: music
Music: medley of what is credited

<music credit>

FX: stop action or video overlaying text scroll
Perspective: frontal
Action: Text scroll with gaps filled by large images of punk pysanky. Pysanky
either in a longitudinal rotation, or tumbling, or a combination. Punk
pysanky: First Punk, Raindrops, Black&White, Baseball, Physical Therapy,
Universe
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CLOSING CREDITS – VIDEOGRAPHY & ANIMATION
Sound: music

Videography
and animation
by:
Abbott Imaging
and Creative Services
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Funding by:
Tina Brand
Ingeburg Brand
and
through Kickstarter:
Gwen Adams
Lorri Berenberg and
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Lorri Berenberg and
Rob Wilstein
Juliane Brand
Ann Donner
Jean Doucha
Essan Ni Jirman
Cathy Guetzlaff
and Carla Olson
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Glendowlyn Howard
and Mary Alice Schatzle
Eric and Christine Kovac
Alice Kuzniar
James Macknyk
Roman G Masley
Lisa Reeves
Mindy R Schiffman

Music: evocative of a drum roll, heraldic
FX: scrolling text
Perspective: frontal
Action: scrolling text: Videography and animation by: Abbott Imaging and
Creative Services.

CLOSING CREDITS - FUNDING
Sound: music
Music: lush, polyphonic
FX: scrolling text
Perspective: frontal
Action: scrolling text: list funders. Consider making the Kickstarter supporter
names multicolored.

CLOSING CREDITS - FUNDING
Sound: music
Music: lush, polyphonic
FX: scrolling text
Perspective: frontal
Action: scrolling text: list funders. Consider making the Kickstarter supporter
names multicolored.

CLOSING CREDITS - FUNDING
Sound: music
Music: lush, polyphonic
FX: scrolling text
Perspective: frontal
Action: scrolling text: list funders. Consider making the Kickstarter supporter
names multicolored.
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CLOSING CREDITS - FUNDING
Sound: music

Marcia Schwemer
Pauline Sullivan
Catharina Torok
Serena Yuan Volpp
Laura Zimmermann

Music:: music resolves to final cadence followed by a pause as the final text scrolls
out of view
FX: scrolling text
Perspective: frontal
Action: scrolling text: list of funders concludes, followed by “Thank You!”.
Consider making the Kickstarter supporter names multicolored. The
“Thank You!” should be white.

THANK YOU!

Act

0

Scene

0

BG black

Panel 219/219

CLOSING CREDITS - FUNDING
Sound: eggs clicking, as in the beginning
Music:: none
FX: scrolling text

IntoTheOvoid.com

Perspective: frontal
Action: Final text, centered, unmoving, 3 seconds “IntoTheOvoid.com” This can
be cleaved off if necessary after the website is no longer available.

Note: panels 202-219 = ~90 seconds
Note: panels 1-219 = ~1312 seconds (~21.9 minutes)

